
First sign of spring in Helens Bay
Welcome back to our latest newsletter! We hope you had a
wonderful Christmas and new year. As usual there has been a lot
going on in Helen's Bay and we love to keep all our patients
updated... our fabulous nurse Helena brought in this beautiful
bunch of flowers for us and brightened up a wet January
morning!

Our New state of the art 3D Facial
Scanner
As you all know we like to keep up to date with our the
latest technology here in Helen's Bay! We recently
purchased a new 3-D face scanner, this state of the art
technology allows clinicians to capture detailed and
accurate facial information to help with clinical
diagnosis..how amazing is that! Here is our colleague
Luke helping us test it out.

Team training
Some of the team spent a day at the beautiful Grand Central
Hotel in Belfast. The course was on Reception mastery,
focusing on the heart of our practice... YOU our patients!
what an exciting way to start off the new year and the ladies
came back feeling excited and inspired!



Welcoming new patients

Do you know anyone that needs an amazing new dentist? We are pleased to be in the
position to welcome your friends and family to our practice. All new patients at Helens Bay
Dental are initially assessed by Dr Gareth Small. We offer the gold standard in dentistry and
patient care and with our highly qualified team as well as state of the art technology. You
know they will be in good hands.Our welcome team are on hand to take their call and help
them start their journey. Below is a couple of recent images of amazing before and afters we
have taken for some very happy patients!

This photo shows a patient who came to us after orthodontic braces at his old practice but
felt after he was finished this treatment he was left with black triangles which are spaces at
the top between each tooth that can appear after this treatment is finished and can look
unsightly. We suggested that he consider composite build ups to close these spaces, Sarah
organised a digital smile design 'road test' for the patient to allow him to visualise exactly
how the teeth would look after the build ups. The patient was really happy with the design
and couldn't wait to go ahead! What a result he had! Cosmetic bonding is an amazing
treatment and can be done in only one appointment, if you would like any more information
on this treatment just get in touch with our treatment coordinators on 02891853304

This before and after photo is a lovely lady who was unhappy with her teeth for a while. She
then had a bad fall which resulted in a injury to her mouth and loose and fractured crowns!
She was given a partial denture by her previous dentist but was unable to get used to it. She
made the decision to get in touch with us as she wanted a fixed option. We were able to
achieve this amazing transformation using "All on X" dental implants, this is one of our
favorite before & afters and I am sure you can see why! Dental implants are the closest thing



you can get to the look, feel and function of a natural tooth and allow permanent
replacement of missing teeth If you have any spacing in your mouth that you would like to
consider an implant for just get in touch with Glenda or Shelley to find out more
02891853304

Team member of the month
We get very regular reviews and recognition from
patients for the dentists and team and we love it!

We also recognise team excellence once a month
in house! Well done to Shelley who was voted by
her colleagues for team member of the month!

And as always thank you to all the team for the on
going hard work and dedication ... we appreciate
every one of you!


